1. Games are to last 6 innings or 2 hours. After 2 hours the game is over regardless of who is the home or visiting team.
2. 10 players in the field, 4 outfielders. All catchers must wear a cup.
3. Remember, the purpose of the league is to develop fundamentals. All players should receive equal playing time. Move players around to give them experience at every position.
4. Players can’t play the same position more than two consecutive innings.
5. Switch players from Infield to Outfield and vice versa throughout the games.
6. Players hit in a continuous batting order using the proper rotation.
7. Little League rules apply. Switch sides after 3 outs or the 10 batter rule.
9. Coaches pitch for first half of the season. 3 swinging strikes, you’re out.
10. No advancement on overthrow of first base.
11. Play becomes dead when ball is back in the infield. No advancing.
12. No sliding on any bases unless a play is being made at that base. No head first slides.
13. No score is kept. The league is meant to develop the fundamentals, sportsmanship, rules of the game, and fun.
14. 2nd half of season (Starting anytime after May 14th), kids will begin pitching. If teams need an extra week or so before their kids are ready to pitch, coaches should discuss with their opponent’s coach before the game starts.
15. Coaches will pitch first 3 innings. Coaches are encouraged to be selective in choosing 3 different kids to pitch the next 3 innings (1 inning maximum for each pitcher). They should be able to throw pitches around the plate somewhat consistently. Coach stands behind mound and instructs player. If the pitcher throws 4 balls the coach will step in and finish pitching to that batter. 3 swinging strikes and batter is out (coach pitching). 3 called or swinging strikes (kid pitching) and batter is out. If pitcher hits 2 batters, player must be removed from mound.
16. Each coach is responsible for their parents and fans.
17. Regular Little League baseball is used. (Rawlings RLBB1)